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Abstract. A word w is said to be repeatable with respect to a substitution if it is a descendant of 
w itself. The repeatable language of a substitution system (a substitution with an axiom word) is 
defined as the set of the repeatable words which are the descendants of the axiom. In this paper, 
we give the characterizations of the repeatable words and the repeatable languages: The set of 
repeatable words for a rational (respectively context-free) substitution is a rational (respectively 
context-free) set. The repeatable language for a rational substitution system is a context-free 
language and a context-free language is the repeatable language for a finite substitution system. 
A word w is said to be repeatable with respect to a substitution ifit is a descendant 
of w itself. Because a substitution is in general a multivalued mapping, the definition 
suggests that there might be a word u among the descendants of a repeatable word 
w such that w is not a descendant of v. If a word w is not repeatable, then w is 
transient with respect to the substitution or w does not appear in its descendants. 
Thus the repeatable words make a remarkable class, in that t ey have the wea 
stability for the substitution. They were called stationary words for some restricted 
class of finite substitutions [3,7]. 
There have been several previous works which deal with so e stable words for 
a substitution: an adult word [4], a k-stable word [ 11, a stationary word [3,7], and 
a recurrent word [6]. In each of these definitions, a new characterization of the 
family of context-free languages (C e sets of ‘stable’ wor 
en it is a very interesting question w 
another characterization of CF. 
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eorem is the following: The repeatable language of a rational su 
is a context-free language (Theorem 5.1). 
a fortiori, these res 
ich is nothing CUB an 
eorem 5.I), for the ‘rational substitution’. 
aracterization results of this p 
71 show that the parallelis 
chanism in substitution systems, loses its effect in the ‘stable’ words. Our present 
results are, however, more general than those of the previous works [ 1,3,4,6,7]. 
The next section contains some preliminaries. In Section 2, we give a few 
definitions related to repeatable words. Section 3 is composed of some technical 
results, which are used to prove the main theorems. In Sections 4 and 5 we give the 
main results. 
Let C be a finite alphabe:. An element of C is called a letter. The set of all words 
over 2, including the empty word 1, is denoted by 2”. 
A subsequence of a word s is called a sparse subword of s or, for short, a subword 
of s. The length of a word s is denoted by Is]. If V is any subset of E, Isf v denotes 
umber of occurrences of letters of V in s. 
e denote by N the set of nonnegative integers. For any positive integer n, we 
put [n] = (0, 1, . . . , n - I}. 
A mapping T from * into C* is r -i _ to be a substitution if it satisfies 
* for every a E 2, and 
(w)=T(a,)r(a2)...r(a,) for every w=a,a2...a, where aiE.Z for i= 
,2 n. ,...* 
is assumed to be defined for a subset L of O* by 
r substitutions a : C * + 
we define, for every in 
7-l =‘p a 1 n+l = 7-W). 
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Let M = X1X2 . . . Xl, Xi E .Z an V = SISz l a m SI, Si E e Qwo words. 
e a descerzdant of u if v belongs to C(U) for so e positive integer 
erivation S from iu to v is an I-tuple of pairs S = ((x, , s,), (x,, s2), . . . , (xl, s,)) 
A substitution 7 on * is said to be finite (res ectively, rational, context-free) if 
nal, context-free) subset of * for every a in C. 
A pair (T, w), where T is a substitution on Z* and w is a word in 
substitution system. 
We assume the reader to be familiar with t e basic notions and results of rational 
and context-free languages (see, for example, [2]). 
Henceforth T will always denote a substitution on Z*, where 2 is a finite alphabet. 
We here gide the central notion of this paper. 
. A word w of C* is said to be repeatable for r if it is a descendant of 
itself. We denote by P(T) the set of repeatable words for T: P(r) = {w 1 w E T+(W)}. 
‘That is, a repeatable word u has at least one derivation S from tc to U. Let 
U =x1x2... Xl (XiEZ,i=l,2,..., 0 and 8 = ((X,, s,), (x2, sd, . . . , (XI, SIN be a 
repeatable word and its derivation. Then u is decomposed into s,s2 . . . sI, which is 
called a decomposition of u by 6. 
Note that a repeatable word u is in T”(U), rZn( u), . . . for some positive integer 
n. ?‘his makes the following obvious. 
P(r) is closed under product. 
For any positive integer n, P(T) = P(m). 
Let w be a word in C*. 
to be a repeatable language an 
The letters appearing in a 
letter x of 7 is sai 
e de 
i.e., 
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.3. Let u = x,x? . . . x1, X, E C (i = 1,2, . . . , I), be a 
(xls s,)) be a derivation from u to '1% 
( 1) if xi is nonvital, then Is, ] v = 0; 
(2) [fxi is vital, then xi is the OA_V vital letter comained i 
eatable word. Let 
~~lo~~ A letter x in .Z is said to be cyclic if there exist two words s and t in 
N* such that sxt is in T+(X). The set of cyclic letters is denoted by C. 
Note that vital letters in a repeatable word are cyclic by Property 2.3. In other 
words, we have P(T) C_ (N v C)*. 
In this section we establish some technical results, which turn out to be very 
useful in the following discussion. 
3. I. Letter position function 
In this subsection we define a letter position function. We show an important 
property of letters appearing in a repeatable word using the letter position function. 
. Let u = x1x2 . . . x1, xiE C (i = 1,2, . . . , I), be a repeatable word for a 
substitution r on E*. Let S=((xl,sJ, (xz,sz) ,... , (xi, sI)) be a derivation from u 
to U. The letterposltion function CE : { 1,2, . . . , 1) + { 1,2, . . ,I} for S is gken by a(i) = j 
where xi is contained in si. 
Informally, cy indicates the ancestor of each letter of u in the derivation 8. It is 
very important, although obvious from the definition, that a! is a nondecreasing 
function on the integer interval [ 1, I]. Then we have the following property. 
Let cy be a letter position function. l%en a! hm at least one jixed point, 
ere exists an i in (1,2,. . . ,I) such that u(i) = i. 
Let u = xlxz . . . x1 be a repeatable word for a substitution. Let cy be the 
tion function for a derivation from tz to U. Then Xi is said to be taepeatable 
a fixed point of CY. 
et u =x,x2.. . x1 be a rekeatnble word. If xi is octal, thm xi is repeatable 
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There is a very close relation between a cyclic letter and a repeatable letter in a 
repeatable word. Indeed, we have the following proposition. 
If xi is repeatable in u for a substitution r, then xi is in C. Conversely, 
if x is in C, then x is repeatable in some repeatable word. 
of. The former assertion is obvious by the definitions. As for the latter, let x be 
a cyclic letter. Then there exists a positive integer k such that sxt E rk(x) for some 
st in N*. Let m be the minimum integer such that I E 7m( st) and let yt be an integer 
satisfying m < nk. There are two words v and w in N* such that 1 E F( VM’) and 
vsxtw E P“(x). Since 1 E rnk(vstw), we have vsxdw E r”k(vsxtw) and hence, x is 
repeatable in vsxtw. 0 
3.2, Stable substitutions and vitality preserving substitutions 
In this subsection, we define two special classes of substitutions, namely, stable 
substitutions and vitality preserving substitutions. We show that it is sufficient to 
consider these limited types of substitutions in treating the set of repeatable words. 
Then we prove some useful properties of stable and vitality preserving Fubstitutions. 
These results will greatly simplify the proofs in the ensuing sections. 
For any word .f in Z*, alph(f) denotes the smallest subset S of C such that _f is 
in S*. For any subset L af E*, we define alph( L) = c!/: L alph(f). In other words, 
alph(L) is the set of all letters appearing in some word of L. 
The alphabetical projection of T, denoted by I,&, is a mapping from the powerset 
of 2 into itself, and is defined as follows: 
(i) for a in 2, $,( a’ = alph( r(a)), and 
(ii) for a subset L of Z; $,(L) = alph( T( L)). 
By this definition, we have the following property. 
For every positive integer k, +t = @. 
nition. A substitution r on C* is said to be alphabetically stable (or stable for 
short) if the following two conditions hold: 
(i) (CI, = &, and 
(ii) For every a in 2, if 1 is in $(a), then I is in r(a). 
osi 
(see [6lh 
. For every substitution T there exists an integer r such t 
(cf. [6]). Since & is a mapping on the s 
finite, there exists an i 
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emma 2.2 and Proposition 3.5 we oss o 
s stable to compute the set 
e notion of vitality 
e set of vital letters for 
any u in 7(X), lulv = 1x1 v. 
on 7 on 2*, let 
ectively. consider 
* ifxECn V, 
ifxE AL 
t is easily seen that (T is a well-defined substitution on (N u C)* and is vitality 
e call (P the vitality preserving substitution of T. The following is an 
uence of Property 2.3 and the definitions. 
That is, we may also assume, without loss of generality, that r is vitality preserving 
to compute the set of repeatable words. 
If a substitution is both stable and vitality preserving, then we have some useful 
ies. 
integer k. 
et T be Q stable and vitality preserving substitution on J!?. For any f in 
Q word s such that f is a subword of s and s is in Tk( f) for every positive 
c = %. For every letter Q in C there exists a word s, in r(a) 
(s,). Since 7 is vitality preserving, all letters in alph(s,) but a 
is in rk(s,) for every positive integer k. If f = ~,a~.. . tzn, then 
Let T be a stable and vitality preserving substitution on C*. For any x 
teger k, we have rk(x) E 7ki ‘(x). 
is sectio e fo~lo~ving first main theore of this paper. 
r a rQtiQ~a~ ( respectively context 
ed set. 
(r))* is obvious fro 
from the definition. Cl 
irectly follows 
. Let u=x,x2...xI be a wo 
r a derivation S from u to u. 
such that i is a fixed point of a, i.e., xi is 
let cv be the letter position 
e e’ in (1,2,...,1) 
. ere are exactly two cyclic letters xi, Xj (i <j) such tha 
repeatable in tl for the letter position function 61. ( e cm prove the le 
similar way in case there are more than two repeatable letters in u.) As i an 
the fixed points of cq there exists a positive integer p and an integer k, is k <j, 
such that 
cup(n) = 
i ifl<aa<k, 
j ifk+Isnsl. 
That is, t, =x,x2.. . xk is in 7-+(x;), f2 = x~+~ . . . SC, is in C(Xj), and 
1 E 7+(X, m l m Xi-IX;+, s l l Xj_1Xj+* l l m Xl). 
Therefore we ave that t, is in r+(t,) and that t2 is in T+( t2). Thus, t, and t2 are 
repeatable. This contradicts the fact that u is elementary. IX 
The proof of the above lemma also shows the following. 
Let u =x,x2.. . xl be a word in P,(T) and xi be repeatable in u. en u 
is in T+(Xi)m 
Now we state the ecomposition t
. If7 is stable, thers P(T) = IJ (T+(x) n ?Px 
Yf C‘ 
nate come ce sf t 
e set cYc 
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e left-hand side inclusion is a corollary of the a 
*xN* for some x E C. en u is written as 
in N*. Since 7 is stable, ce, 
ational description 
Next we will give an effective finitary escription of the set IJXEc’ (r+(x) n 
*XIV*). e need some additional definitions. is subsection, let 7 
be a stable and vitality preserving substitution. 
For any x in C let C, be the set defined by 
c,=~Yl~Yo,Yw. .,y,+Csuchthaty,=y,==x,3kyk=y, 
and, for any i, 0 < i s ?l, 3Si,ti E N* Siyiti E T(yi_I)}a 
Let E,, H,, DX, and G, be the sets defined by 
EX =alph({g I%fE N*,% 2~ Cx .LkE d#), 
K=a~phUfi~g~ N*,~Y, 2~ G .fiw ddh 
DX=$,(EX)nNnC and Gx=$,(Hx)nNnC. 
.7. There exists an integer n such that, for every x in C, 
T+(X) n N*xN* = ~“(GzxDz) n N*xN*. 
In order to prove this proposition we establish the following two lemmas. 
. Let x be a cyclic letter. For any word fxg in GzxDz there exists a word 
sxt in a+(x) such that fxg is a subword of sxt. 
e first observe that for any a in G, there exist two words s, and v, in N* 
(s,), and that s,xv, is in r3(x). Similarly, for any a in DX there 
exist u, and ta in such that a is in alph( t,) and u,xta is in TV. 
e now prove the lemma by induction on 1 fgl. It obviously holds for f = g = I. 
subword of a certain word sxt which is in TV 
ere exist s’ and t’ sue that s’ is in TV, 
word of s’, and g is a subword of E’. 
is a subword of s’s,, g is a subword of v,t’, and s’s,xv,t’ is 
ag is a subwo of tut’, f is a s 
is contained in 7 
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osi 3. e first prove that r+( GzxD$) c T+(X) for an 
any word of GzxD,. * By Lemma 4.8, there exist an int 
word sxt such that fxg is a subword of sxt and sxt is in #(x). Now any descendant 
w of fig is a descendant of sxt and thus of x. 
Conversely, let w be in r+(x) n N*xN*: there exist a z in CX and s, t in 
that w is in T(M), i.e., there exist two subwords f = a,a2 .. . L+, and g = b1b2 . . . b, 
of s and t respectively and a decomposition w = sls2 . . . s,,uxvt, f2 . . . fq such that sj 
is in ~(a,), tj in T(bj) for every i and j, and uxv is in T(Z). If all the ai’s and the 
I1 X 
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4’s are in &( G,) and &(DX) respectively, then w is in T*( G~x 
case, it follows from Lemma 4.9 that there exists a deco 
such that all the ai’s occurring in s’ are in $,( C,), all t 
) and M’ZV’ is in rk( z). en w is in T~+‘( 
. The set T+(X) n N*‘xN* can be described with rational operations even if 
T is not a vitality preserving substitution. Indeed, for any substitution r on X*, let 
N and c be the set of nonvital and cyclic letters, and let 7’ be the vitality preserving 
substitution of T. Then for any x in C we have 
r+(x) n N*xN* = T’+(X) n N*xN* - T”‘( C;xD:) n N*xN*. 
The families of rational languages (respectively context-free 
languages) is closed under union, intersection with rational set, Kleene closure, and 
rational substitution (respectively context-free substitution). Then the theorem fol- 
lows immediately from roposition 4.5 and Proposition 4.7. 0 
Now in this section we characterize the repeatable languages which were defined 
in Section 2. Let us denote by Sfi, (respectively, Sat, S,,) the class of all finite 
(respectively, rational, context-free) substitutions, and let us denote by PLfin (respec- 
PL,r) the family of repeatable languages for finite (respectively, rational, 
context-free) substitution systems. For instance, 
PLfi*=UYV)l~Gkl, T:C*+C* and w&*}. 
(respectively, PLsrat , PL,,,) denotes the family of repeatable 
languages for stable finite (respectively, rational, context-free) substitutions. Then 
our second main theorem is as follows. 
languages. 
L fin = PL,,, = PL,,r = CF, where CF denotes the family of context-free 
g method. First, we define a special class 
ry similar to a normal form of context-free 
context-free language can be generated as the 
eta1 finite substitution. This proves that 
and PL,,,c CF, we use some properties 
(T’, w) is a recurrent language. Then, 
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. For any positive integer 
e inclusion (rk( P(r*,w)))nP(7)E r all k. Let 24 be 
a word in P(r, w). Since r.4 is in 
such that ui is in r( Ui_1) for i = 1, ?, 
_--I and hence in P(r”) by LGPIIIIM 2.2. 
such that 1 -j < n and Uj is in contained in 
(,[“I( P(rn, w))) n P(T) and the proof is completed. rl 
From Proposition 3.5 and Lemma 5.2, we have the following observation: 
Let x stand for fin, rat, or cf and let 5? be any language fa y clos er 
0 i union, 
(ii) substitution by T in S,, and 
(iii) intersection with P(T) for T in S,. 
Then PL, E .JZ if and only if PL,, c Z’. If x = rat and 5? = CF, then the above t 
conditions are satisfied, and so we can assume that T is stable in order to prove 
PL,, E CF. But, unfortunately, in case x = cf and 9 = CF, the third condition is not 
fulfilled, i.e., CF is not closed under intersection with context-free languages P(T) 
with 7 in &. And we have not succeeded in proving PL,,z CF without assu 
r is stable. Thus we can only say that CFr PLcf as for the class PL,,; it is an 
problem whether or not the inclusion is proper. 
5.1. Skeletal substitutions and context-free languages 
. A substitution T on C* is said to be skeletal if the following two conditions 
hold: 
(i) all letters of C are vital; 
(ii) if x is a cyclic letter for 7, then T(X) = {x}. 
.3. Let a be a skeletal substitution on Z”, and let C be the set of cyclic 
letters for 7. Then P(7) = C*. 
As for grammars, it is well know 
e c X* is generated by a context-free gra 
+ 1, AE uction), 
e ass 
type. 
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en the following prop0 n and corollaries s eeP 
For any context-free language L c 
\{ 1) = T*(S) n P(r) where V is a set of letters contriving S 
Let G = (V, 2, IT, S) be the grammar such that L = L(G). Let r be 
ution on V* defined by 
T(x)={u(x+u isin 71=}\(l) forxE V\X, 
T(X) =x for x E 2. 
skeletal substitution. L\{ 1) = r*(S) n P(T) is obvious. III 
Since a skeletal finite substitution system is a POL system, the above is 
another’proof of the ‘only if’ part of roposition 3.3 in [ 71. 
= L( 6) be a context-free lang where G = ( V, 2, err, S). 
Lfi, by the above pro rwise, define a substitution q on 
( VU {St})* where S’ is a letter not in V as follows. 
q(S)) = {S, I} and T,(X) = T(X) 
stitution defined in 
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* is ret I fm- 7 if it is itself a f its 
(7) the set of recurre 
(7) = {w E *IwE~+(f)foranyfEa+(w)). 
The set of recurrent words derived from w by T is sai to be a ~~c~r~@~~ language 
and is denoted by 
R(T, w) = T*(w) n R(T). 
Now we define the two substitutions T’ and 6 as follows: or a stably S~bstitutiQ~ 
let V, N, and C be the set of vital, nonvital, and cyclic letters respectively. Let 
be the disjoint copy of C: a copied element of x E C is denoted by 2 E C. For 
any word u = x,x2. . . xf in C* we denote by u’ the word k,kz . . . Zl in C*. Let 8 be 
the substitution from C* onto c* given by 
ifxisin Cn V, 
(5 1) ifxisin Cnlbl 
e(x) = 
1 ifxisin N\C, 
8 otherwise. 
sing this 6, we define the substitution T’ on (2 u C)* by 
r’(x) = r(x) v 0(7(X)) for x E 2, 
T’(3) = {jjly E C,, 3, t E IV* such that syt E 7(x)} for 2 E C 
e CX is as defined in Section 
ext we define the recovering s titution y from C” into * as follows: 
4x3 = 7-+(x) n * . 
text-free substitutio 
we can state the relatio 
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5.3. Technical lemmas 
Before describing some properties of the derived suktitution T’, we recall a 
characterization of recurrent words [6]. A ietter x of 2 is said to be persistent for 
T if every descendant of it contains exactly one occurrence of a vital letter and if 
the letter x occurs in a descendant of any of its descendants; i.e., for any w in 
T+(W), Irv]~ = 1, and XE~%~.+,,, alph( r+( w)). We! denote bv IV the set of persistent 
letters. Nor& that W is a subset of C. If r is stable, then the set of recurrent words 
can be characterized by the set of persistent letters: R(r) = ( T+( W))* [6, Corollary 
4.6]. 
As a corollary to this result? we have the following property. 
roperty 5.8. R( 7’) = e*. 
roof. By the definition of T’, the set V.J of persistent letters for 7’ is c and we 
have T”( c) = i? for any positive integer .k As mentioned before, for some positive 
integer r, T’~ is a stable substitution. Sirice the set of persistent letters for l-lr is c, 
we have 
R(T’) -_ aq($r) = (( Ttr)+( c )j” = c*, 
where the first equality is due ta [6, Lemma 2.51. 0 
r@y 5.9. _%r any word w in z*, we have T*(W) c_ T’*(W). 
Ifv = v&v1 . . . z&v, (where vov, . . . q is in Z* and ?&. . . Xi is in e”? 
is contained in T”( w) for some w in C* and for some nonnegative integer k9 then there 
exist 21 words sl 9 t,, . . . , sl, t, in N* such that vos,xI t,vl . . . spltlq is in T’~( M ). 
roof. We prove this lemma by induction on the length of derivation steps. The 
emma is trivial for k = U. Assume the lemma is, true for all k < n. Let ;V = D& v1 . . . Z,?J~ 
be a word in T’~ ( w) and let v’ = y, yZ . . . J+, (yi is in C v c) be a word in T”‘-‘( w) 
such that v is in I'. Let u,u2 . . . up be a decomposition of v such that Ui is in 
r’(yi) for i=1,2 ,..., p. Let I=(i,,i, ,..., iq} ke the set of suffixes such that yi, is 
in c. Let J={j,,j,,.. . , j,,I} be the set of suffixes such that yja is in C and that tlj= 
is contained in c’. Note that, for any &, either Za = tii, for some ia in ,T nrJF_g = UjP 
for some jP in J and fg in c*. Let y6 be the u:ilbarred letter of yis for i,G in 1. By 
the definition of T', s,x& is in ~(y:b) where s,t, is in N* for all ip’s in I. As for 
j/s in J, we have Ujy =Z&+, . . . Xa+p for some cy > 0 and p 2 0. Then, by the 
definition of T”, there are p + 2 words s,, si” _, , . . . , s,+~, and ta+p in N* such that 
%&&Y+, l l l %+p&+pL+p is in T(yjyj. In this case let ta =ta+l = l l l = ta+p_l- 1. 
Ol’l Of T’, We hZlVf2 Ui E T(yi) for all i’s in { 1, 2, . . . , p} -- (J V I). 
, v'= v:y+i . . . y@k for some v&v’, . . . v& in C* is in I'm-' 
and v” = v;s;y;,t;v; . . . sky:,, t$(, is in T”-I( w) where siti . . . sktb is in N* by the 
othesis. Note that each yj, corresponding to j, in .I is contained in 
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some vi. Then voslxlt,vl . . . sp#lq is in r( v”) and thus in r*(w) since 1 is in 
T(#. . . sbtb). Hence the lemma is true for any nonnegative integer k. q 
5.4. Proof of Proposition 5.7 
Proof of Proposition 5.7. First, we prove the inclusion P( T, w) c c( R( T’, w)). Let u 
be a word in r*(w) r\ P(r). By Property 4.2, we have u = u,u2 . . . uI such that ui is 
in P,(T); in other words, Ui = SiXiti where siti is in A!* and xi is in C. There exists a 
word v in T*(W) such that u E r(v). Then v is contained in r’*(w) and u’ = z1Z2. . 2, 
is contained in 6(7(v)) and hence in r’(v). Since u’ is in c*, ii is in R(T)). By 
Lemma 4.4 and the definition of &‘, Ui is in l( Xi). Thus, u is in c( R( T', w)). 
Next we prove the opposite inclusion P(r$ w) 2 l( R( r', w)): Let f be a word in 
r’*(w) n R(T'). Then f= Z& . . . Xi where gi is in c. In Lemma 5.10, assume the 
word v,v, . . . vi equals 1; then we have that there is a word v = slxl t, . . . s,x,t, in 
7*(w) for some slfl . . . s/t, in fV*. Let ui be a word contained in J(Zi). Then 
u=u1uq... uI is a repeatable word because of the definition of 5 and Lemma 2.1. 
For every i = 1,2, . . . , , 2 there exists a positive integer ni such that ui is in r*i(Ai)= 
Let 1M be the least common multiple of the ni’s. Then it is easily seen that u is in 
rF:{x,x2.. . x,)r TV. That is, any word u in S(f) is contained in r+(v) n P(T)G 
T*(W) n P( 7). This completes the proof. q 
Let T be a stable rational (context-free) substitution. It is known that R( T', w) is 
a context-free language (see [6, Theorem 5.11). Because 5 is a context-free substitu- 
tion for this case, P( r, w) = &( R( T', w)) is context-free. 
Thus, we have the following result, which completes the proof of Theorem 5.1 l 
Corollary 5.11. PL,,, _ c CF and PL,,& CF. 
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